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A spectrographicsystem is described that is capable of measuring optical absorption
spectra in solids to shock pressuresof several hundred kilobars. The system utilized light
from a 'point' sourceat about 60,000øK.Spectra have a resolution of about 40 A and cover
the visible range. With a streak camera, time resolution of about 75 nsec can be obtained.
The spectrumof MgO is observedto remain featurelessat 450 kb and upon unloading from
this pressure.The color centersobservedin shock-recoveredmaterial must result from either
higher pressuresor other processes.
The optical absorptionspectra of ruby under shock
compressionsof almost 15% have been measured in the range 375-600 nm. Below the elastic
limit the large anisotropic strains are evident from the splitting of the 4A,, --> •T• (F)
absorption band by 3730 cm-•. Above the elastic limit this splitting is not resolved (but
must be less than 800 cm-•), indicating considerableloss of shear strength in such cases.Above

the Hugoniot elastic limit up to pressuresof 530 kb (15% volume compression)the measured
value of the crystal field parameter agrees,within experimental error, with the value calculated
from a point charge model (Dq crr -5) if the local compressibility is equal to the bulk
compressibility. This result agrees with Stephens and Drickamer's absorption data up to
150 kb and suggeststhat the point charge model is useful in predicting crystal field effects
in mantle minerals, especiallythose having similar oxygen anion packingssuch as corundum.

The absorptionspectra of minerals at very
high pressuresare of considerableimportance
to the problem of the behavior of Fe2+in the
interior of the earth. Specifically,measurements
of the pressureshifts of absorptionbands,both
spin allowed and spin forbidden, over a range
of several hundred kilobars provide an experimental basis for the prediction of crystal field
effects

in

the

minerals

of

the

lower

mantle

[Ga.finey, 1972; Burns, 1970]. Under lower
mantle conditions (temperatures of 1800ø4000øK and pressuresof 300-1400 kb) heat
transport by radiation is thought to be an important phenomenon in this region [Clark,
1957; Pitt and Tozer, 1970; Schatz and Simmons, !972]. This belief arises primarily from

bounds on this. minimum are the metal-oxygen

chargetransfer bands in the ultraviolet and
the vibrational absorptionsin the infrared.
Thus, exceptfor the interferenceof electronic
absorptions,due mainly to crystal field effects
on transition metal impurities, principally Fe++,
thermal transport in oxidesand silicates.
at tem-

peratures in excessof 1500øC is probably
stronglyaffectedby the radiative conductivity.
To predictthe thermalpropertiesof the earth's
mantle,it is important, therefore,to be able to
accountfor the effectsof both temperatureand

pressure
ontheseelectronic
absorptions.
(Movementsof the chargetransfer peakscan also be
seen in absorptionspectra. The bands may
have an important effecton radiativetransfer.

the coincidence of the maximum of the universal

The reader is referred to the discussions
by Pitt

blackbody radiation function in this temperature range with a minimum of the absorption
spectra of many silicates and oxides. The

and Tozer [1970] and Ga#ney [1972].)
If a phasechangeshouldoccurwhile experiments are being carried out in the pressure
regionof interest,it is likely that the local site
symmetry of Fez in the high-pressurephase
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could be determined from its absorption spectrum. In many casessuch a knowledge,combined with the knowledgeof the density of the
high-pressure
phase,couldunequivocably
determine the structure of that phase.

GAFFNEYANDAI-IRENS:SPECTRA
or SI-IOCKED
RUBY

For these reasonswe developeda system
capableof measuring
opticalabsorption
spectra
of mineralswhile they are in a dynamically
produced,
high-pressure
shockstate.Our system
is describedand its presentcapabilitiesillustrated in the discussion
of resultsfor periclase
and ruby.
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flyer plates that produceintenseshock waves

in mineralsupon impact.The spectrograph
systemdescribedbelow,althoughspecifically
designed
for usein oursystem,
couldbeadapted
for use with most shockfacilities,including
thoseusinghigh explosives.
Briefly,light from
an electrical arc dischargeis focusedon the

EXPERIMENTAL TECt-INIQUE

Time-resolved spectral measurementsof a

solidduringshockloadinghave not beenperformedpreviously,althoughsingle-frame
spectra of shocked
liquids[David and Ewald, 1960]
and time-resolvedspectra of shockedliquids
[Yak•heva et al., 1971] usingexplosive
argon
light sourceshave been reported.The use of
such explosivesourcesis not practicablein a
shockfacility suchas that at Caltech,wherea

sampleby an optic systemand is internally
reflected
backalonga similarpath (Figure1).
The ingoingandoutcoming
raysdivergeslightly
(13 ø) and permit the latter to be focused on

the entranceslit of a simplereflection
grating
spectrograph.
The exit part of the spectrograph
is a slit,elongated
in the directionof dispersion,
which is the object scenefor a streak camera.

The resultingimageis a plot of light intensity
as a function of wavelengthand time.
Light source. The light sourceis a confined

high-performancegun is used to accelerate electricdischarge
in air and is viewedaxially

Somple Chomber

Streok
Comero

(vocuum)

Fig. 1. Schematic
crosssection
of spectrographic
systemdesigned
to measure
optical
absorption
spectra
during
shock
loading
to pressures
in excess
of 500kb.Lensa is 308mm,

1/2.5;lensb hasa positivemeniscus
of 58mm anda 7.5diopter.
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Circuit diagram of a high-intensity point light source used to measure spectra in
shockedsolids. Components are describedin Table 1.

Fig. 2.

through the ground electrode. The design is
modifiedfrom that of Preonasand Swift [1970].
The electrical energy is stored at 20 kv in a
75-/•F capacitorbank (15,000 joules). The circuit is shownin Figure 2, and the components
are describedin Table 1. The dischargeis between a central copper electrodeand a ground
electrode (copper or tungsten alloy (90% W,
6% Cu, 4% Ni)) with an axial hole (Figure 3)
separatedabout 1.6 mm by a lexan spacer.This
spacer servesa dual purpose; it confinesthe
arc and thus increasesthe energy density, and
it is a sourceof carbon to produce a smooth

between25 and 45 /•secis not real but is produced by saturation of the diode. The peak
intensity is probably within about 10% of the
value of saturation. Comparisonof the curve
in Figure 4d with that in Figure 4b illustrates
the sensitivity of light intensity to the detailed
geometry of the gap. In the caseof Figure 4b,
the hole in the electrode was 1.6 mm in diam-

eter, whereasin Figure 4d it was about 3.2 mm.
The ignitron anode voltage curves for the two
cases are indistinguishable.Apparently, the
large volume availableto the arc in the second
case permits it to cool much more rapidly
during low current episodes.At 20 kv the light
spectrum.
Figure 4 showsa typical voltage time trace has a temperature of about 60,000øK and a
from the ignitron anodeto ground.In this case peak intensity (red light) of about 5 X 10•
the capacitorbank was at •9.5 kv prior to w/cm=. (Use of the manufacturer's'typical sendischarge.From the oscillationfrequency and sitivity' of the photodiodeand calibration of
damping of this curve the arc resistanceis the dioderelative to the sunon a clearday yield
estimated to be of the order of 0.1 ohm. The
results within about 10% of one another.)
Spectrograph and camera. The spectrointensity of this dischargewas monitoredwith
a red-sensitivephotodiode (HP-4220) and is graph used (Figure 5) has a linear dispersion
shown in Figure 4b. The flatnessof the curve at the exit port of about 100 A/mm. The exit
TABLE 1.

Components of Light

Component

Power supply

Description

(main)

Capacitor

bank

Switching

ignitron

Source

Universal
Voltronics
control,
(reversible),
25 ma.

(NL-1039)

Power supply (trigger)
Triggered spark gap (TG-224)

0- to 32-kv

direct

current

5 Aerovox 15-•F 20-kv energy storage capacitors in parallel.
National NL-1039 ignitron,
20-kv peak anode voltage, 100-ka
peak current,
air cooled.
Beckman 1150-1 0 to 10 kv (reversible),
9 ma.

Signalite

TG-224, 0.5 to 18 kv, 6 kilojoules,

triggered

spark

gap.

Trigger

module (TM-11)

Cab le

Trans

EG&GTH-11 trigger
RG-221,

former

module, 0- to 30-kv output remote trigger.

14-kv 50-ohm coaxial

Three turns of coaxial
conductor.

cable

(armored).

cable (RG14/U), ignitron

on center
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+ 20 KV

Trigger

75p. F

-.• to Target

Steel

docket

lexan Spacer

Copper or W alloy
Electrodes

Fig. 3.

Detail of the electrode configuration of high-intensity point light source.

port is a slit 0.5 mm wide and about 10 cm
long in the direction of dispersion.The grating
can be changedto give other values of dispersion, although greater dispersion is possible
only by sacrificingalready limited light intensity. Wavelengthcalibrationof all recordsafter
the first one was achievedwith a pulsed argon
laser (TRW model 71A).
The TRW (model 1D) image converter
streak camera used in the present system operates with an S-11 photocathode. Effective
time and wavelengthresolutionsof 75 nsecand
40 A are achieved. This limitation on the system is the most stringentbecauseof the narrow
spectral sensitivity of this surface (0.4-0.63

/•m). The spectral responseof the system is
shown in Figure 6. The S-20 photocathode
available

on the same model

camera

would

one of the GaAs surfaces such as RCA's 128 or
134 would be best if it were available because

of the sensitivity and flatness throughout the
visible part of the spectrum.
Sample. The sample configurationused with
this system is shown in Figure 7. The sample
is a gem quality single crystal polishedon two
parallel sides, one of which is aluminized to
form a back surface mirror. The sample is

20 kv

20/•sec

i

i

be

preferable because of its greater sensitivity
(about 50% greater) and slightly wider response.Of the various surfacesnow available,

20/•sec

20/•sec
Fig. 4. Time variability of high-intensitypoint light source.,(a) Voltage between ignitron
anode and ground. The capacitor bank is charged to 19.5 kv. The ground electrode diameter
is 1/16 inch. (b) Intensity of light emitted by sourcein (a). (c) Same as (a) with a ground
electrode diameter of 1• inch. (d) Intensity of light emitted by sourcein (c).
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b

From

To Camera

Sample

Fig. 5. Schematic
representation
of spectrograph
usedfor measuring
opticalabsorption
spectra
of shocked
solids.
(a) Entrance
slit (0.8mm).(b) Diffraction
grating(Bausch
and
Lomb35-53-04-350),
600lines/mm,13ø blaze.(c) An f/2.7 13.5-mmlens.(d) Exit slit (0.5

mm wide).
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o
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Fig.6. Spectral
response
of TRW model1D streakcamera
combined
withthe opticsusedin
this study.
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Single xl or Glass

Polyxl
Tungsten
/
.Mirrored
Surface
Projec

Before Impact

During Shock Transit
Fig. 7. Detail of the samplearrangement
beforeimpact (above) and during shocktransit

(below)showing
light path andregionsof the samplestudied.

mountedon a thin slab of single-crystal
mate-

throughthe sample,the low-pressure
spectrum

rial or glasswith the sidetowardthe sample fadesout and is graduallyreplacedby the highpolished.This extra layer smoothsthe shock pressure spectrum.
front, whichis opticallyroughwhenit leaves
This systemhas been used successfully
to
the polycrystalline
material of the projectile obtain spectra of periclase(MgO), soda lime
and driver plate. Without this layer, the mir- glass,and ruby. Data for periclaseand ruby

roredsurfaceof the sampleceases
to be a good
specularreflectorwhenthe shockpassesit. To
date, samplesas thin as 3 mm and as small as

are discussed below.

Hm•-PRESSURE ArSORrT•O• SrECTRU• or MGO

12 mm in diameterhavebeensuccessfully
used.
The spectrumof periclaseat zero pressureis
Thinnersamples
couldbe usedby sandwiching completelyfeaturelessin the visible region. A
them betweenglass,sapphire,periclase,
or the study of the spectrum of shock-compressed
like.

MgO was undertaken to determine the feasibil-

The light path within the target is also ity of usingthe material as a 'window'to permit
indicatedin Figure7. The nearnormal(6• ø) the measurementof spectrain thinner samples
incidence reduces reflection losses at the free

and at higher pressures(by using a reflected

surface,and the double path length allows shocktechnique). To be useful for this appligreater total absorptionthan a singletransit. cation,the material must retain its transparency
The light path after impact is alsoindicated. during shock compression.In addition, such a
In this casethe path samplesboth high- and study is of interest in order to better interpret
low-pressure
regions.As the shockprogresses spectraof MgO shockedto high pressuresand
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recovered. Gager et al. [1964] have observed
F centersin MgO recoveredfrom a shockpressure in excess of 500 kb. Such features

should

be observable in these absorption spectra Ipse
whether they are produced on loading or unloading.
Figure 8 shows a record of the absorption
time
spectrum of MgO shockedto 465 -- 10 kb final
•
Shock at
Mirror
pressure. The pressure is inferred from the
impact velocity and the known Hugoniots of
B
the tungsten flyer and driver plate [McQueen
--Elastic
Shock at
et al., 1970] and sample [Carter et al.; 1971].
Free Surface
fk/XY'k'/'X•Plastic Shock at
Such a shock shouldbe precededby an elastic
Free Surface
precursor with a normal stress of about 90 kb
[Ahrens, 1966]. The difference in velocity of
the two shocksshould be about 1.5 mm/•sec,
the elasticshocktraveling at 10.1 mm/•sec. In
the upper part of the picture (region A) we
see the spectrum of the unshockedMgO followed by a sharp decreasein intensity, indicating the arrival of the shock at the internal
mirror surface. It is not possible with this
457.6
514.5
Wavelength(nm)
experiment to separate the three possible
causesof this decrease,which are (1) absorp- Fig. 8. Absorption spectrum of periclase (MgO)
shocked to 465 kb.
tion in the shock front, (2) degradationof the
mirror by the shock, or (3) rotation of the
Ahrens [1966], especiallyin view of the rather
mirror by an oblique shock impact. Any or all
of these features could lead to observed featurediffuse nature of the second arrival in Figure
less decreasein light intensity. Below this dis- 8.
In regionC of the recordwe have the speccontinuity (region B) the spectrumis progrestrum of MgO while it unloads from 465 kb.
sively changing from that of unshocked MgO
to that of shocked MgO. The opacity of the There is no changeapparent acrossthis region,
shocked material is greater than that of the indicating that no changesin the opacity of
unshocked material, but no spectral features periclaseoccur during the first 1« /tsec of
are apparent. This may be an intrinsic effect unloading.This is sufficienttime to permit complete unloadingof the MgO back to the mirror
due to compressionof MgO to 465 kb, or it
may be due to scatteringoff of numerousshock- (unlessthe low-pressureshock wave reflected
induced imperfectionsin the crystal. In the from the rear surface of the flyer plate interabsenceof any other data, we favor the latter feres). If color centershave been producedin
cause.
this event, they must be few in number,in some
There are two discontinuitiesin rapid succes- other spectralregion,or not yet in their ground
sionat the end of regionB. Theseare attributed state. It is concluded that shock pressures
to arrivals of the elastic and plastic shocksat greater than 465 kb are required to produce
the free surface of the sample, which can be substantialpopulationsof color centersin periexpectedto degrade the surface sufficientlyto clase. Becauseof the qualitative nature of inyield a substantial(featureless)decreasein tensity measurementswith the present system,
light transmission.From the time separation the term substantial cannot be more qualitabetween mirror encounter and free surface
tively defined.
emergencewe can calculate the shock velocities

to be 8.0 ---+0.5 and 9.9 -- 0.1 mm//•secfor the
plastic and elastic waves, respectively. These
valuesare in very goodagreementwith thoseof

RUBY SPECTRA

Although Fe2+is by far the most abundant
of the transition metal ions in the mantle, its

GAFFNEY AND AHRENS.' SPECTRAOF SHOCKED RUBY

most intense crystal field absorptions in most
coordinationsexpectedin the mantle are in the
near infrared. This is a spectral region that
cannotbe studiedby the presentspectrographic
system,and so the effectsof large compressions
on the absorptionspectrumof single-crystalruby
(Cr3•':A1203), which is in a spectral region
accessibleto the system, were studied instead.
We believe that

the behavior
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120 kb, they were also able to determine that
one of the Racah parameters (B) decreaseson
compressionapproximately as r•. (There is no
model for predictingthe changeof B or C with
interatomic distance.) From the polarization
dependenceof the spectra they found that the
trigonal splitting of the 'T2 and 'T• states in-

creasedon compkession
for pressuresover 60

of Fe 2' can be

kb. The value extrapolatedfrom 120 to 150 kb
inferred from such data by using techniques would be about 950-1000 cm-•. It was not possuch as those of Ga#ney [1972]. The corundum siblein our experimentsto determinethe varia(Al•03) structure is, of course, a close analog tion of the Racah parametersin ruby at larger
to the ilmenite
structure.
This structure
is
compressions
becausethe spectrographcould
probably the form in which the pyroxene and not follow the positionof the 'A• --) 'T• transigarnet minerals exist in a maior part of the tion into the shockedregion as a result of the
lower mantle. The present experiments span spectralsensitivity of the streak camera photothe range from 147 to 530 kb. The highest cathode.
pressureis more than three times greater than
The samplesstudied here were single-crystal
the maximum attained in static compression pink ruby (0.5% Cr :Al•O•) disks6 mm thick
and 22 mm in diameter with the crystalloexperimentson corundum [Stephensand Drickamer, 1961]. Such measurements permit a
graphicc axis at 60ø to the fiat surfaces.They
determination
of the local environment about
were fiat to one wave and polished with one
surface aluminized. Fabrication was done by
the Cr'•* impurities in the corundum (Al•O•)
lattice. The data are presentedbelow and dis- the vendor, Union Carbide, Crystal Products
cussedin light of.the hydrostaticspectralstud- Division. An unpolarizedabsorptionspectrum
ies and the recent Hugoniot measurementson of one of the samplestaken at room temperature is shown in Figure 9.
sapphire [Graham and Brooks, 1971].
The principal absorptionsin ruby arise from
Spectra were measuredat three values of
the CF * ion's substitutingin A1 sites in corun- normal shockstress,one belowthe elasticlimit
dum. These sites are nearly octahedral with
(147 kb) and two above (430 and 530 kb).
sometrigonal distortion.In the pure octahedral The data obtainedfrom thesethree experiments
field the 4F ground state of CF * splits into 'A•, are summarizedin Table 2. Figure 10 shows
'T,, and 'T• [Tanabe and Sugano, 1956]. The a typical photographicrecord. These photoobservedabsorptionsin the visible correspond graphicnegativeswere digitizedand storedon
to the electronic transitions 'A•--)

'T• at about

18,000 cm-• and 'A• --) 'T• at about 25,000 cm-•.
The trigonal field splits the excited state 'T•
into 'A• and 'E states and the state 'T• into 'A2

and 'E stateswith separationsof about500 cm-•,
but this is too small (relative to the widths of
the absorptions) to be determined in the unpolarized spectra reported here [Stephensand
Drickarner, 1961, Figure 1].
The effect of hydrostaticpressuresup to 150
kb on the spectraof ruby has been studiedby
Stephensand Drickarner [1961]. They found
that Dq increasedproportionalto 1/r • as r, the
mean interatomic distance, decreased.This is
exactly the behavior predicted for a point
charge model [Ga#ney, 1972]. Since Stephens
and Drickamer measuredthe positionsof both

the 'A• --) 'T• and 'A2 --) 'T• transitionsup to

tape by the Image ProcessingLaboratory of
the Jet PropulsionLaboratory and then computer processed
to reducethe noiselevel.
To obtain the positive of the absorption
peaksunder shockcompression,
microdensitometer traces across the film were differenced to

showthe changein the absorptionbetweentwo
traces, one taken in the low-pressureregion
(of the film) and the other taken in the high-

pressureregion.If the earlier trace is subtracted from the later one, absorption maximums in the low-pressure region appear as

negativefeatures,whereasthosein the highpressureregionwill be positivefeatures.
To evaluate the results summarized in Table

2, one must distinguishbetweenabsorptionsin
the volumes ahead of and behind the shock

front, on the one hand, and at interfacessuch

GAFFNEY AND AHRENS'
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•pectrum of pink ruby (•]•O•:0.05% Cr•O•) at zero pre•ure.

as the internal mirror, the shock front, and
the free surfaceson the other. In principle,this
is easy to do, sincethe former will have intensities that vary with time, whereas the latter
will not vary during the experiment.In pracrice, it is often difScult to make such a decision
becausethe signal-to-noiseratio is so low that
it is difficult to obtain meaningfulinformation
about intensities.In the presentcasethe highest
energyabsorptionobservedat 147 kb wastime

Above the HEL we find a very differentsituation. Now there is only one absorptiondiscernible, indicating that the splitting of the
•T• state due to nonoctahedralfieldsis lessthan
about 800 cm-•. (The absorptiondue to the
elastically shockedregion is not discerniblebecauseat any given moment less than 20% of
the material behind the elastic shockis ahead
of the secondshock.The shock velocitiesfor
the elasticand secondwaves are about 11 and

invariant, so that one can concludethat either
the elastically shocked mirror or the elastic
front producesthis feature. This feature is not
observedin the other spectra.
The energy of the •A• -• •T2 transition is
just 10 Dq, and so we can plot the data of
Table 2 against relative volume as determined
by Graham. a•d Brooks [1971] to determine
the variation of Dq with interatomic distance
(Figure 11). There are two distinct regionsof
behavior. Below the Hugoniot elastic limit
(HEL) there are very great nonhydrostatic
stresses. On the basis of the discussionby
Graham and Brooks, the differencein principal

9 mm/sec, respectively.) This means that the
strain must be nearly isotropic at stressesof
the order of 400-500 kb and thereforethat the
nonhydrostatic component of stress must be
fairly small. If the splitting of •A2-• •T• band
TABLE 2.

Shock Pressure,
kb

Spectral

Absorption Band,
nm

0
147 + 3

stresses behind the shock front at 147 kb
normal stress is about 90 kb. It is to be ex-

pected, therefore, that the local wmmetry
about the C½+ ions is considerably distorted

Data for Ruby

430 + 10
530 +_10

559*
546*
478 +- ST
524
581

+_ 10ñ
+_ 4ñ

446

+_ 3õ

460 +_10
411 +_12

^ ss i gnment

4A2 + 4Fô
•A2 -+ •Ai"
•A2 + •T2ñ

4A2 + •T2
•A2 + qT2

from that of the octahedral case. This distorted
*Stephens and Drickamer [1961].
nonhydrostatic

symmetry is exactly what is found below the
ñTriple degeneracy removed by
HEL. The usually tfiply degenerateabsorption strain aroundCr+3 site.

dueto •A• -• •T is splitby morethan 3730 shock
õTime
invariantabsorption
arisingfromeither
front or reflecting
mirror.
cm-•, almostfourtimesthe valueextrapolated ôPerpendicular
to c axis.
from hydrostatic experiments.

,,Parallel to c axis.
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is linear in the shearstress,then, by comparison
with the data at 147 kb, the shear stressabove
the HEL

must be less than about 20 kb. Thus

theseexperimentsconfirm,by a completelydifferent method, the conclusionof Graham and

Brooks[1971] that sapphirelosesmostof its
shear strength when it is shockedabove the
HEL. This experimental technique, with improved accuracy,has potential as an internal
strain gage for detecting anisotropicstrains in
shock studies.
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The measuredvalue of Dq can be compared

with that predictedby a point chargemodel
[McClure, 1959], if it is assumedthat the local
compressibilityabout the Cff+ ion is equal to
the bulk compressibilityof its host A120•. For
a perfect octahedron such a model predicts
that Dq should be proportional to V-5/•, where
V is the molar volume of sapphire. Stephens
and Drickamer [1961] found that this model
worked very well for hydrostatic compression
up to 150 kb (3.5% compression)for C½+ in

•430nm

ß

e6

--•410nm-].

457.9

476.5

488.0

T•

514.5

X(nm)

Fig. 10. Spectrum of pink ruby shocked to 430 kb. This is essentially a transmission
spectrum of the sample. The four vertical lines are the emissionlines of a pulsed argon
laser used for. wavelength calibration. The optical density of the negative on two scansis
plotted on the right. The shift,in the transmitted light peak from •450 nm in the unshocked
crystal to •400 nm in the shockedsample arisesfrom the shift in the •A•--> •T• absorption
from 555 to 460 nm and the shift of the 500-nm (*A,•--> *T•) band out of'the presentspectral
window (Figure 6).
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0.35

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

lessthan that predictedby the V-•/• law, as in
the case of high-spin Fe++ [Shankland, 1968].
In addition to size, of course,covalencyand
relocation of the lattice in the vicinity of the
impurity will be important.
The present results demonstratethe usefulnessof the point chargemodel for determining
the effect of volume compressionsof nearly
15% on the crystal field spectrum of Cr'+ in
Al•O•. To the extent that the corundumtype
of close-packed
structureis typical of someof
the mineral phases of the lower mantle, we
conclude that the effect of pressure on the
crystal field absorption spectrum is at least
approximatelypredictablewhen this model is
used.

0.10

Finally, the good agreement of the present
data with those of Stephensand Drickamer

0.05

demonstrates that

above the HEL

the shock

states producedin Al•O• are essentiallyhydrostatic.

-0.05
I

0.05

I

o.lo

I

0.15

I

0.20

-.•. (V/Vo)
Fig. 11. Observed absorption bands and the
variability of Dq with R for shock-loadedrubies.
Hydrostatic spectral data of Stephens and
Drickamer are shownfor comparison.The diagonal
line is the variation of Dq with V predicted by
the point charge model. Open circles indicate
absorption behind the shock front (4A• --) 4T•);
solid circle, absorption in shock front; open triangle, average (Dq./Dqo) for transitions to nongenerate 4T• states; solid rectangle, upper limit
of hydrostatic data [Stephens and Drickame•',
1961].

Al•03 and up to ~60 kb for Ti 3+,V•+, Ni",
and NP+ in AI•O• [Mir•o.muraand Drickamer,
1961]. However, when a transition metal ion

was substitutedin MgO, the increasein Dq
was found to be somewhatmore rapid than
V-•/• [Minomura and Drickamer, 1961]. In-
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